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ABSTRACT

It is shown that a gauge theory for complex scalar field with up to sextic self-interactions and

a Chem-Simons term in 2+1 dimensions has solitons which may become bubbles of the stable broken-

symmetry phase in a medium of the symmetric one producing the first-order phase transition. In the

non-relativistic limit scale invariance prevents the determination of an optimal bubble size. Possible

extensions to 3 + 1 dimensions of bubbles of string type are indicated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

First-order phase transitions are phenomena interesting for several branches of physics and

particularly for cosmology regarding the decay of a metastable false vacuum into excitations on a

symmetry—broken one. This process has been mainly studied with the homogeneous nucleation of

unstable bubbles of true vacuum in a sea of false one, produced either through tunneling or thermal

fluctuations '>.

An alternative mechanism of inhomogeneous nucleation has been proposed 2> by which stable

topological solitons of a gauge theory in a broken-symmetry phase, when the potential parameters are

changed may transform into metastable and finally unstable bubbles producing classically a transition

to the symmetric phase.

Replacing the normal Maxwell term by a Chem-Simons one in 2 + 1 dimensions, it has been

shown 3) that a gauge theory for complex scalar field with up to sextic self-interactions corresponding

to two degenerate minima of the potential possesses both topological and non-topological solitons.

In the present article using the thin-wall approximation corroborated by the asymptotic be-

haviour of the solutions, it is shown for a non-degenerate two minima potential that these Chem-Simons

solutions continue to exist in a range of parameters. Whereas the topological vortices transform into

bubbles in a way similar to the Maxwell case, the non-topologica] solitons in the symmetric phase

change into droplets of broken-symmetry phase when this becomes the stable one, which are metastable

and finally unstable regarding the increase of their size producing therefore classically this first-order

phase transition.

In the non-relativistic limit the exactly calculable solitons correspond to the non-topological

ones of the relativistic theory because of the requirement of finite constant number of particles. Due to

the scale invariance of this limit model the thin-wall treatment fails in determining an optimal size of

the solitons.

Attempting to extend the inhomogeneous nucleation mechanism to 3+ 1 dimensions it is nec-

essary to introduce a second scalar field to maintain the renormalizability of the theory. Possible terms

of Chem-Simons type may allow droplets of string shape which should become unstable enlarging their

cores to produce again the transition to the broken-symmetry phase.

In Section 2 we briefly review the Maxwell solitons and bubbles. In Section 3 we discuss

the Chem-Simons case for general sextic potential in 2 + 1 dimensions and its non-relativistic limit.

Section 4 is devoted to a comparison of the solitons and bubbles in the thin-wall approximation with

the asymptotic behaviour of the relativistic configurations and the exact solutions of the non-relativistic

limit. Finally, in Section S we indicate possible extensions to the 3-4-1 dimensional case and the outlook.
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2. MAXWELL SOLITONS AND BUBBLES IN THIN-WALL APPROXIMATION

We start from the gauge invariant Lagrangian in 2 + 1 dimension for a complex scalar field

-V (1)

with Dv ip - (d» + i Au)!p and a sextic potential

(2)

where — 1 < X < j - in order to have two minima.

The model Eq.( 1) depends on two variables ip and three A¥, but the primary constraint wo = 0
and the secondary one corresponding to the Gauss law V £ - ie (tp* it* - irp) = 0 are of first class
leaving three independent degrees of freedom.

If we are interested in static configurations with the topologies! behaviour defined by the
integer n

<pir,6)=vg(r)ci'*; g(0) = 0, g(oo) = 1 (3)

we use one of the possible degrees of freedom of tp.

Regarding the two gauge conditions we may take An = 0 because both E and p will vanish
fulfilling the Gauss law, and AT = 0 since for radial configurations of A it will not affect the gauge
invariant magnetic field B = d\ A1 - bi A1 we wish to keep. Therefore the second degree of freedom
will be

A ( ) [ (4)AI(T) = - [ n - a ( r ) ] ; a(0) = n, a(oo) = 0 .

In this way the energy for static configurations

E= (5)

will be finite with respect to the vacuum \ip\ = v.

Using the thin-wall approximation by which g( r) passes from one limit to the other indicated
in Eq.(3) in a small region s around a radius R outside which A is pure gauge, the magnetic field will
be concentrated in the region r < R where ip ~ 0.

Since the magnetic flux is quantized / B d2 x = 2 TTTI ~ BTIR1 , the different contributions
to the energy Eq.(5) may be estimated as

where 6 > 0, a is positive for), > 0 and c = 2 nn2 /e2, so that there will be an optimal size for the
vortex.

rnvtwmmmssm

For X < 0 the configuration Eqs.(3) and (4) will correspond to a bubble of the symmetric

phase in the sea of the metastable broken-symmetry one. Its potential contribution will become negative

and for |a | < |a|crit there will be a metastable solution. For|a| > |a|cril the bubble will become unstable

enlarging its size and producing classically a first-order transition to the symmetric phase \

Non-topological solitons of droplet type such that \<p\ -» 0 for r -* oo when X < 0 are not

possible because the magnetic field needs not being concentrated in the same region where \ip\ 4 0

and therefore a size cannot be defined. The only way how the symmetric phase can transform into the

broken-symmetry one is through homogeneous nucleation of ordinary droplets with \y>\ 4 0 for X > 0

which will be unstable increasing its size above a critical radius.

3. CHERN-SIMONS SOLITONS

A) Relativistic case

If instead of Eq.(l) we consider the Lagrangian

-V (7)

with the same potential Eq.(2), we will have only two independent degrees of freedom. This is because,

apart from the two first-class constraints TTO = 0 and Gauss law which now takes the form

liB + ie( tp+Tt+ - Tap) = 0 , At and Ai are conjugate canonical variables and represent a single degree

of freedom.

The Hamiltonian ^ may be expressed totally in terms of the two degrees of freedom of <p

without relying on a particular gauge. Alternatively, if we only keep one variable for <p according to

Eq.(3), the second may be an electromagnetic field. Therefore, being the energy for static configurations

E- f d2x[\Dp\2 + V + AoitiB (8)

since n = -\Aov+, it will not be possible to choose the temporal gauge if we wish to have a magnetic

field according to Gauss law. Instead we must express Ao through the ratio F / | p | 2 coming from this

law, which is equivalent to minimize the energy Eq.(8) with respect to Ao giving

(9)

We will again choose the other gauge condition as Ar = 0 since for radial configurations B will be
completely determined by At as given in Eq.(4).

Extending the analysis 3) of solitons for \ = 0 we will use the thin-wall approximation to
study the case of general X.



i) Topologicat solutions

Assuming the behaviour of Eqs.(3) and (4) the only difference with the Maxwell case comes

from the fact that, due to the last term of Eq.(9) B cannot be non-zero when \ip\ vanishes. Therefore

the magnetic field will be concentrated in the wall-width e so that, because of the quantization of its

flux, the energy as a function of the soliton radius will be

it (10)

where a = Xirv6/n1, b = 2 TTV2 / e , c = 2 i ( t 2 n ' /(et>2).

For \ > 0 a stable minimum of E{ R) will be obtained, whereas for A < 0 also a < 0 giving a
metastable solution which will become unstable for |a[ > |a|cri, producing the transition to the sym-
metric phase as in the Maxwell case.

ii) Non-topoiogical solutions

We now change the behaviours of Eqs.(3) and (4) to

= v, p ( c o ) = 0 ; a(0) = (11)

for n = 0, with a arbitrary since p(co) is assured to be single valued. Moreover B(oo) = 0 as a
consequence of Eq.( 11) and B( 0) = Bo because of the classical equations for r -* 0 as it will be seen
in Section 4. They will also show that not only \dT<p\2 but jA (p|2 too will give for the first term of
Eq.(9) a surface contribution as in Eq.(6) for the thin-wall approximation where a will be now positive
for >, < 0, i.e. with respect to the symmetric vacuum ip = 0

E(R) = aR2 + bR+j£ (12)

where a = - W jn2, b = 2 irv2 /e , c = V a1 /v2.

For the validity of Eq.(12) it is important that B vanishes much faster than ip for large r. For X > 0

the potential contribution becomes negative and the solutions turn into metastable and then unstable

droplets which tend to increase their size. Therefore, Chem-Simons non-topological solitons provide

a mechanism of inhomogeneous nucleation which produces classically the transition to the broken-

symmetry phase at variance from the Maxwell theory.

B) Non-relativistic case

The non-relativistic function 3) is defined through

<p =
1

v2m
e—" i> + eim

(13)

with V> for particles and ^ for antiparticles, and where m2 = v* (1 - 2 X)/n2 is the mass of mesons
around the symmetric vacuum, which is related to the fact that to fix the number of particles the asymp-
totic behaviour must be \tp\ ->0 ,

The non-relativistic Lagrangian is obtained in the limit of m large, dropping higher order and

rapid oscillating terms as well as a large constant in V

(••in?2\
(p+p)2 (14)

where the densities of particles and antiparticles are p = ij>'i> and p = ij>*ij>, respectively.

Since V> and ^ are independent we may put the latter to zero, and the non-relativistic energy

for static configurations will be

= I \~ VNR + A°(nB + p)] Sx (15)

with the negative VNR defined by Eq.(14).

As the number of matter fields is simply one, the two first-class constraints leave just one

degree of freedom. In fact Gauss law is now nB + p = 0 and BNR depends on the single degree given

Assuming in the thin-wall approximation that V1 is roughly constant for r < R and with

the number of particles Q = f ptfx fixed by the nonlinear Schrbdinger equation, the gradient will

contribute with a surface term and the potential with a volume one, giving

Q 1 (16)

However, since the classical equations are scale invariant in the non-relativistic limit as will be dis-

cussed in the next section, it will not be possible to determine an optimal radius from Eq.(l6) because

e will be proportional to it.

RELATION OF THIN-WALL APPROXIMATION WITH POTENTIAL

PARAMETERS

A) Relativistic case

The static classical solutions corresponding to the Chem-Simons Lagrangian Eq.{7) must

satisfy the equations3)

d2q 1 da 2 dg da 4g2a
dx1 x dx g dx dx ji2

(17)
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where i = v2 r.

For small i the behaviour of the solutions of Eq.(17) is

g = k, i " , a = n~k2 x2nt2 . (18)

Therefore for the topological solitons n > 0 B ~ x2n so that the magnetic field tends to zero faster
than i(> and the parametrization of the last term of Eq.(lO) is correct neglecting in Eq.(9) terms O( i 2 n )
for r < R. On the other hand, for the non-topological soliton with n = 0 both p and B tend to a
constant for r < R and justify the last term of Eq.(12). The parametrization of the second term of this
equation is also correct since |.Ajp|2 ~ x2.

For large x the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of Eq,(l 7) corresponding to topological
solitons is

g = 1 + C] exp ^ - 2 V l + X xj , a = Q \fx exp( -2x / |y j ) (19)

which agrees with the fast decrease of B and tendency to v of \<p\ for r > fl necessary for the validity
ofEq.(lO),

Regarding the non-topological solitons there are two possible large x behaviours coming
fromEq.(17). Either

= c',exp ^ -

g = a = -O.+ - (c',')

= -a + 4 exp {- (20)

(21)

With the former, B/<p ~ £ exp ( -v /2( -X) + 1 i ) in agreement with the last term of Eq.(12). With

the latter, B/tp ~ i"1"1 so that a finite energy solution is obtained for |Q | > 1. We shall see that these

two asymptotic behaviours will give rise to qualitatively different droplets.

We now wish to express radius, wall-width and critical difference of vacua energies in terms
of the potential parameters.

i) Topological bubbles

For X < 0 there may be a local minimum and a maximum in the function E{ R) of Eq,(10).
For |^| small the minimum is approximately at the value for \ = 0 i.e. R^ = (c/fc)1/2. The critical
\ for the disappearance of the local minimum corresponds to simultaneous vanishing of E?(R) and
E"(R) from which one obtains

' « - - vi • l - l c - 3377

where we note that i ^ is just 3 ' / ' larger than flm for X = 0.

(22)

If we define the wall-width through the exponential decay Eq,(19)of3i.e. e = (l\/\ + \ v
from Eq.(22) V

- 1

For(i~nEq.(23)gives |X c |Ri0.8 < 1 as it must be, and Rc/ec > 1 i f > n > ' so that the conditions

of validity of the thin-wall approximation may be attained, with both radius and width increasing gently

in acomparable way as X becomes more negative up to the v alue for which the bubble becomes unstable.

ii) Non-topological droplets

Now for X > 0 according to Eq,(12) there may be a local minimum and a maximum of

E( R). For small X the minimum will be approximately at Rm « (2 c/ b)'/3. From the simultaneous

vanishing of E*( R) and E"( R) we obtain

«..(<„•„• i 1
(24)

Using the exponential behaviour Eq.(20) to define E i.e. e = (\/-2\+ 1 u2) , Eq.(24)

implies

Rc (25)

ra a Eq.(25) gives Xc ra 0.3 < 0.5 which is the limit. Now R increases with X faster than

the topological case from the value R^ at X = 0, not only through the factor 4 1 / 3 but because of the X

dependence of e. Up to the critical droplet R/s > 1 if 11a > 1 keeping the validity of the thin-wall

approximation.

For the smoother power behaviour configurations of Eq.(21) if we define e = ^ exp( 1 /\a\),

which does not depend on X, from Eq.(24)

x -J-(E. R c _ ( , 2 , 1 x
exp[2/C3|o|)] '

~ a ~ 2 Eq.(26) gives Xcofthe same order as before, whereas the droplet radius increases from

its value at A = 0 slower than the configurations with exponential behaviour, which perhaps makes it

less effective for the phase transition than the previous ones.

B) Non-relativistic case

We see from Eq.(15) with Gauss law that the classical equations do not depend on any dimen-

sional parameter and are therefore scale invariant. In fact, taking ^ = p ' / 2 real, i.e. without vorticity,

and assuming p > 0

from which

V x Ai>'

2 1 - :

where p is a vector orthogonal to the plane. Using Eq.(28) and Gauss law we obtain

„ ! „ 2

(27)

(28)

(29)



the Liouville equation whose solution is

(30)

Eqs.(28) and (30) indicate the validity of the thin-wall approximation in the sense of taking p constant

and A2 = A2, = 0 for r < R neglecting terms O(T2/R2). For r > R we have p ~ R1 / r 4 and

Ae ~ 1/r which give a negligible contribution to ENR of Eq.(27).

On the other hand, the scale invariance is seen by the fact that the exact solution Eq.(30)

contains the arbitrary parameter R. Since the wall-width cannot be defined in terms of a dimensional

constant in the classical equations and as an optimal R cannot be determined from Eq,(16) the two terms

of it must cancel giving ENR - 0 and establishing a proportionality of e with R

In (i
R. (31)

5. POSSIBLE EXTENSION TO 3 + 1 DIMENSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In passing to 3+ 1 dimensions there appear two difficulties: one is the fact that the tp6 theory is

no longer renormalizable, and the other that the Chern-Simons term is characteristic of 2+1 dimensions.

To solve the former problem one may introduce a second scalar field a with a potential

f\f>\2 - M2 (32)

If X = hv4 + g (TQ - M2 a2, > 0 for any constant aa, the vacuum will correspond to \ip\ = v a = 0.
If we consider a string such that for the perpendicular distance r - » c o tp —• t> exp (tnfl) a —» 0, a
gauge field /!„ coupled to p must be introduced to compensate d9p in cylindrical coordinates. It has
been shown 6) that a value a ~ a0 is necessary in the core where tp ~ 0 to stabilize the configuration.

If we add a Maxwell term - } F2 to the Lagrangian, without being necessary to introduce a

gauge field coupled to a if we keep it real without 9 dependence, the energy per unit string length for

static configurations will include a magnetic contribution concentrated in the core, i.e.

E = j B2 Vrcx)2 + v | (33)

where the integration is in the plane perpendicular to the string. For fixed magnetic flux we will have a
thirwwall expression of the type of Eq.(12) with positive a, b and c and a stable vortex solution will be
obtained. If, on the contrary, the potential parameters are adjusted such that X < 0 , ^ = v a = 0 will
be a false vacuum and with respect to it the bubble of true vacuum p = 0 a = co will give a negative
potential contribution so that a < 0 . Therefore the metastable string will become finally unstable if X
is made more and more negative, and will produce the transition to the symmetric phase regarding <p.

To produce the inverse transition one must confront with the second problem quoted at the
beginning of this section. One may propose 7) to add to the Lagrangian atermpM S**"*" Av F^, instead

of the Maxwell one, with a constant p^ in the z direction reproducing the 2 + 1 dimensional Chern-

Simons theory. Alternatively to this choice that breaks Lorentz invariance, one might take pv as 9Mc

in the effective action choosing a configuration for o with a phase depending only on t so that its

gradient term in the Lagrangian would simply add a quadratic contribution to the potential. In any case

the energy per unit length would become

. (34)

If we consider X < 0, the interesting configurations wili be such that for r —• co <p -* 0 u —> ao,

and forr —* 0 ip —»vo—»0, with B remaining concentrated in the string core r < R because of the

last term of Eq,(34). This will be a sort of non-topological soliton with an energy per unit length again

of the form of Eq.(12) with a > 0. But if the potential condition changes to X > 0 it will become

a stringy droplet in the metastable symmetric vacuum, which will finally produce the transition to the

broken-symmetry phase tp = v u - 0 .

Numerical work is in progress 8) to establish the precise range of \ for which topological and

non-topological solutions are possible in 2 + 1 dimensions, together with the study of the stability of

the latter including quantum effects. It will also be important to analyze thermal fluctuations and the

detailed possibility of the extension to 3 + 1 dimensions in order to determine the relevance of solitonic

bubbles and droplets for first-order phase transitions.
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